10 am: Documentation: why it is needed. Tirthankar Bhattacharya 8 mins

10.08 am: How i documented my CTEV series in a semi rural set up. Dr. D Bose 8 mins

Discussion: 4 mins

10.20 am: Documentation in a single private practice: Dr Saumyajit Basu 8 mins

Discussion: 4 mins

10.32 am: Documentation in a corporate setup: boons and drawbacks Dr Swarnendu Samanta 8 mins

Discussion: 4 mins

10.44 am: Documentation in a Government setup: making the impossible possible. Dr Sujit Nandi 8 mins

Discussion: 4 mins

10.56 am: Documentation in small hospital: how to do it. Dr Debasis Chatterjee

Discussion: 4 mins

11.08 am: Storing and retrieving: the pros and cons of the discs an drives Dr G G Kar 8 mins

Discussion: 4 mins

11.20 am: Cloud technology and dropbox: how to do it Dr Niraj Bijlani: 10 mins

Discussion: 5 mins

11.35 am: Workshop Data collection using whatsapp. Dr Niraj Bijlani 20 mins

Wrap up: 5 mins

Moderator: Dr Tirthankar Bhattacharya